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ABSTRACT 
Practicol work is considered important for leorning science, by 
teachers and science educotors. This acceptance though, hos been 
reported as based on intuition rather than evidence (Atkinson & White, 
1981 ). A significant proportion of class time is occupied with doing 
pro ct i ca 1 work. 
It is evident that in a majority of situations, students commence 
laboratory octivities unsure of their oim, the procedure they ore going 
to corry out, or that experimentotion is o way of forming knowledge 
(Moreira, 1980; Novak & Gowin, 1984). 
Vee-maps (Novak & Gowin, 1984) are one way of making laborotory 
work more meaningful. That is, by tying new knowledge to exisitng 
schemata students wi11 1earn more effectively. 
Vee-maps concentrate students· attention on the focus question, the 
event to be observed, and direct students to interpret results in terms 
of relevant prior knowledge. 
In this project the teacher was taught vee-mapping and then 
incorporated this into his pre-1 ab oratory and post-1 aboratory 
discussion. 
A one-group pre-test-post-test design wos used for this study where, 
all students (N= 13) were pre-tested after troditional instruction, and 
post-tested ofter o four week treotment progrom. Subjects for this 
study were an existing cla�s of Veor 11 Biology students ot o Western 
Australian Senior High School. 
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Two types of instruments were designed and used for the pre-test ond 
post-test. These instruments gothered informotion obout students 
understondings of o porticulor loborotory, ond their perceptions of 
pre-1 aboratory and post-1 aboratory discussions. 
Observations were made of the teacher's presentation and he was 
interviewed for his perceptions of student changes and opinion of 
implementation. 
The results of the study showed that students believed they had gained 
more from both the pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussions 
after the vee-mapping strategy had been implemented. There was a 
significant gain in their ability to identify pre-requisite concepts of an 
experiment. However there was no increase in their ability to identify 
the purpose or the experimental outcomes of a laboratory exercise. The 
teacher found the vee-mapping strategy easy to implement into the 
pre-1 aboratory and post-1 aboratory discussions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Practical work is considered important to the learning of science, by 
teachers and science educators, in Australia and many other countries. 
This acceptance though, has been reported as based on intuition rather 
than evidence (Atkinson & White, 1981). A significant proportion of 
science class time is occupied with doing practical work. 
It is evident that in a majority of situations students commence 
laboratory activities unsure of their aim or the procedure they are going 
to carry out. Further, they apparently have no understanding that 
experimentation is a way of forming knowledge (Moreira, 1980; Novak & 
Gowin, 1984). 
Vee-maps (Gowin & Novak, 1984) are one way of making laboratory 
work more meaningful. Vee-maps concentrate students· attention on the 
focus question, the event to be observed, and direct students to 
interpret results in terms of their prior knowledge. This process assists 
students to obtain an overall view of the laboratory exercise and to see 
how theory is linked to experimental work. 
Problem 
Research has shown that a mismatch occurs between the teacher's 
aim and students· perception of the laboratory (Woolnough & Allsop, 
1985). This leads to students 'discovering· the wrong thing and detracts 
from the effectiveness of laboratory work (Lynch & Ndyetabura, 1983; 
Woolnough & Allsop, 1985). 
Studies have also shown that students often commence a laboratory 
activity without knowing the aim of the exercise, the procedure which 
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they are to carry out, or the conceptual framework surrounding the 
exercise. During the experiment students often do not understand the 
steps which they perform, as they follow the procedure in recipe 
fashion (Moreira, 1980). 
Rationale and Significance 
Woo 1 no ugh and A 11 sop ( 1985) reported that over 50 I of c 1 ass ti me is 
spent engaged in laboratory work, although it is arguable whether the 
time is of quality and used effectively. If such a large proportion of 
class time is not to be wasted then techniques should be adopted which 
. will improve the quality of learning from laboratory work. 
Implementing the vee-mapping strategy may improve the 
effectiveness of pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussions by 
providing a structure for them. In add it ion it could help students make 
links between the outcomes of the practical exercise and the 
theoretical knowledge upon which the experiment is based. 
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Purpose and Reseorch Questions 
The purpose of this study is to determine whether the effectiveness 
of laboratory work c«m be improved by using vee-mapping to structure 
pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussion. More specifically the 
study addresses the following research questions: 
1. Is vee-mapping more effective than traditional post-laboratory 
discussion techniques for helping students identify the outcomes 
of an experiment? 
2. Is Yee-mapping more effective than traditional 
pre-laboratory discussion techniques for helping students 
identify the purpose and theoretical concepts of a laboratory 
activity? 
3. What are the difficulties associated with implementing 
the vee-mapping strategy using a teacher directed 
approach? 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Importance of Labon�tory Work 
Laboratory work is regarded by science teachers as an important part 
of the science education process. Teachers consider it important 
because it is the only strategy which can achieve many of the aims of 
science education, in particular the development of scientific process 
skills and apparatus skills. A significant proportion of class time is 
spent doing practical activities. "It is not uncommon for more than a 
third of the ti me of 16- 18 year o 1 d scientists to be spent on pract i ca 1 
work, while most 1 1- 13 year olds will spend well over half of their 
science lessons doing practicar (Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985, p. 1,2). 
Purposes of Laboratory Work 
A number of purposes of laboratory work have been identified and 
although different sources emphasize different aspects there are 
elements which are common to all. These are: 
Motivational Factors 
Many teachers agree that practical work should be done to "interest 
and motivate students in science lessons" (Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985, 
p.5). Similarly students justify the use of practical work on the grounds 
of interest and motivation and often enter a science class with the 
expectation that normally they will be doing a laboratory activity. 
Experi menta 1 Ski 11 s and T echni gues 
A scientist's work involves 'doing experiments·, which requires a set 
of skills and techniques to be mastered. Observation and measurement 
skills need to be developed along with techniques for the safe and 
rfflli ii 
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systematic manipulation of apparatus (Lynch, 1987; Woolnough &. Allsop, 
1985). 
Promote Scientific Thinking 
Students should be encouraged to act like a scientist, and acquire the 
scientific thinking style. "The intention is to provide practical 
experiences from which arguments and explanations can be 
constructed-and in that order: observe, measure, hypothesise: (Lynch, 
1987, p.33). 
Reinforce, Support and Develop Theory 
Most teachers agree that this is the fundamental reason for which 
practical work is used. "Practical work is seen as a means of further 
reinforcing the understanding of concepts and principles: (Lynch, 1987, 
p.32). This purpose is based on the belief that 'learning by doing· 
somehow reinforces learning. 
The following sources agree on the following fundamental aims of 
practical work. (Gould, 1978; Kapuscinski, 198 1; Swartz, 1984; 
Woolnough, 1979; Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985). 
Developing Process Skills and Techniaues 
Experi men ta 1 techniques a 1 so need to be deve 1 oped. For examp 1 e 
growing plants under controlled conditions and titrations are frequently 
conducted experiments which students need to be competent at 
performing. Although this includes aspects of the development of the 
skills of observation, measurement, estimation and manipulation, it is 
more than just simple experimental skills. 
L.___ 
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Being a Problem Solving Scientist 
This differs from the promotion of scientific thinking described 
above. In this context it means, encouraging students to select a 
problem of scientific interest, getting them to plan and execute the 
investigation and finally evaluate it. This approach is open ended and 
divergent where there is no 'right' answer. 
Getting a Fee 1 For Phenomena 
Students need to appreciate and obtain a feeling for the world they 
experience. This will come through their first hand experiences, so that 
knowledge which is built up is placed in a context meaningful to the 
student. This purpose con be linked to Piaget's theory of intellectual 
development (Farmer&. Farrell, 1960), in that if students ore to 
assimilate and occomodote new information the gap between the new 
and old cannot be too great. Getting a feel for phenomena helps bridge 
this gap. An example of this purpose is feeling the air temperature 
above and around a lighted candle. 
Effectiveness of Laboratory Work 
At the beginning of secondary school, students bring with them the 
delight, excitement and eagerness to learn science and perform 
laboratory experiments. As time progresses, excitement fades and 
intrinsically motivating experiments to the student are replaced by 
activities that interest the teacher or fit in with the syllabus. It is 
also of concern that practical work often holds no interest for girls as 
they concern themselves with neatly and correctly writing up the 
experiment. (Woolnough & Allsop, 1965). 
Various research hos shown that laboratory work promotes the 
learning of manipulative skills related to working with laboratory 
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equipment. However, it has been difficult to show that practical work 
aids the development of anything else (Atkinson &. White, 1981; Hof stein 
&. Lunetta, 1982). Experimental skills and techniques other than 
manipulative skills include making accurate measurements, organising 
data for analysis and interpretation, recording observations and the 
higher skills of, for example, planning, executing and interpreting 
experimental findings. It is easy to assume that over time students 
will become more competent at handling apparatus through using it, and 
will master the 'basic skills'. In their studies of the Scottish Education 
system, Bryce and Robertson ( 1985, p.4) reported that ·1n S4 after three 
years of science teaching, many of the 'basic skills' have not been 
mastered by a substantial number of pupils·. Woolnough and Allsop 
( 1985) also agree that students who have had laboratory experience 
have not necessarily learned simple skills, and that there needs to be 
greater emphasis and opportunity placed on the teaching of experimental 
design skills. 
One of the aims of practical work is to allow students to ·act like a 
scientist' and to develop scientific thinking and problem solving through 
experiments. There is doubt as to whether the practical work being 
done by students in schools has much to do with the work of a ·real 
scientist'. In reality most of the laboratory work in schools is of the 
·cookery book' or activity sheet type and does little to develop or reflect 
the way a scientist works (Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985). 
There is a growing body of research evidence which suggests that the 
teaching of concepts through practical work is not an efficient way of 
transmitting concepts to students. (Tamir, 1989; Woolnough &. Allsop, 
1985). Hof stein and Lunetta ( 1982) reported that there is no significant 
difference between a laboratory teaching method and a discussion group 
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in terms of student outcomes of achievement of understanding, critical 
thinking ond process skills. Biology students report thot more 
information con be obtained per unit time from o standard lecture 
approach than from loborotory instruction (Leonard, 198 1 ). The belief 
that 'hands on· experience reinforces learning, is therefore 
questionable. Laboratory work is more likely to promote the learning of 
mani pul at i ve ski 11 s rather than theoret i ca 1 understanding. 
Practical work is designed to enable the student to discover and 
understand the theory. The theory which seems so obvious to the 
teacher, somehow eludes students and they 'discover· the wrong thing 
(Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985). Teachers hove certain perceptions of 
laboratory work as well as expectations of the students completing the 
laboratory. Students too, have perceptions of laboratory work, though 
often different from that of the teacher's. In other words there is a 
mismatch between teachers aims and students perceptions, which leads 
students to 'discover· the wrong thing (Bryce&. Robertson, 1985; Lynch&. 
Ndyetabura, 1983; Woolnough and Allsop, 1985). To overcome this 
mismatch teachers have developed strategies such as, giving more 
precise instructions, and asking specific questions to ensure the 
experiment works and students 'discover· the right thing. This approach 
has tended to negate at least one of the aims of practical work; that of 
working like a scientist, being a problem solver. 
Teachers spend large amounts of time and effort on procticol work. 
Planning and preparing for a laboratory activity to ensure students 
complete it, occupies a significant proportion of a teocher·s time. The 
1Yl2! of student laboratory work performed in the classroom today is not 
viable in terms of teacher resources and cost of ·materials' (Lynch, 
1987; Woolnough &. Allsop, 1985). 
r -r 
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Moreint ( 1980, p.447) found that, ·in many cases, students perform 
an experiment without a clear idea about what they are doing or about 
what lies behind an experiment·. Students often work through the 
laboratory in a recipe type fashion and become engrossed in recording 
observations so they can transform the data and complete their task as 
quickly as possible. Research shows that the majority of students have 
little or no understanding of how their results could be explained. They 
follow procedures without understanding the reasons for them and the 
conceptual framework surrounding the laboratory (Johnstone & Wham, 
1982; Moreira, 1980; Novak, 1980; Novak & Gowin, 1984; Novak & Ridley, 
1988). 
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Techniques To Improve The Effectiveness of 
Laboratory Work 
Matching Different Types of Practicals to Fulfill the Different 
Aims. 
One of the reasons why laboratory work hos not been very effective 
is because the procticol activity hos not been matched to the purpose of 
the laboratory work. This result is partly due to the mismatch between 
teacher aim and student perceptions of laboratory work. There needs to 
be different types of laboratory work to fulfill the different purposes. 
These various types may be described as: 
Exercises ond Techniques 
These are designed to develop scientific process skills. Students 
need practice at obtaining such skills. The emphasis should be on the 
process rather thon the content of the practical exercises. An example 
of an exercise in a biology class would be correctly performing the 
chemical tests for starch and glucose (Woolnough & Allsop, 1965). 
Invest i got ions 
These ore opportunities to give students practice in working like a 
real problem solving scientist. Investigations ore the heart of practical 
work. They moy be os long as one hour or os long a term, moy be done 
individuolly or in groups, ond mciy be reloted to the syllcibus or 
independent of it. All investigations require students to stort with o 
problem, onolyse it, execute on investigot1on strategy, collect 
observations ond suggest answers to the problem ond evaluate them. 
Outcomes of such investigotionol work ore positive. Students obtain a 
sense of sotisf action ond accomplishment, os they hove produced 
something by themseslves which solves 'their' problem. Quality of 
L 
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work ond meaningfulness ore olso enhonced (Roghubir, 1979; Woolnough 
& Allsop, 1985). 
Experiences 
These ore often a short, quick explorotory experiment aimed ot 
getting o 'feel' for the phenomena being studied. They leod to students 
believing phenomena and building up tocit knowledge which can be 
tapped for later use. An example of such an experience is illustrated by 
the hondling of onimals, observing vertebrotes ond invertebrates ond 
growing crystols. 
Pre-laboratory and Post-laborotory Discussion 
Pre-laboratory and post-laborotory discussion ore distinct stages in 
the laboratory process. Tamir ( 1989, p.60) stotes thot one of the 
reasons for the failure of laboratory work is the ·absence or inodequacy 
of pre-1 aboratory and post -1 aboratory experiences and re 1 at i ng them to 
the relevant theoretical concepts: Lynch ( 1987, p.33) also agrees that 
·the post-lob phose can be a very powerful structural finish to a 
laborotory session yet surprisingly it is little used: Pre-laboratory ond 
post-loborotory discussion is not o specific technique for improving 
laborotory work, but as forementioned it is an integrol part of the 
loborotory session. The obove reosons ond the f oct thot pre-loborotory 
and post-loborotory discussion frequently lack uniform structure and 
are often specific to the needs of one task, rother than to the linking of 
concepts together, leods to ineffective laboratory work. It is therefore 
important to exomine the role of pre-laborotory ond post-laborotory 
discussion. 
Pre-laboratory discussion prepares students for the laboratory 
activity . Here the teacher discusses the purpose, equipment and 
f 
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procedure of the loborootory. Pre-loborotory discussion olso exploins 
the relevonce of the experiment to the topic being studied ond reveols 
ony pre-requisite knowledge (Collette&. Chioppetto, 1984; Roghubir, 
1979). The difficulty for teochers is to ensure thot they do not just 
focus on the experimentol skills required for the loborotory but they 
olso identify the reloted conceptuol knowledge thot will be needed to 
interpret the results from the experiment. 
Post-loborotory discussion involves onolysis ond interpretotion of 
doto in terms of the underlying theory, ond relotes the doto to the 
purpose of the loborotory. It is ot this stoge thot students form links 
between existing knowledge ond the procticol exercise, if the 
post-loborotory is executed properly (Collette&. Chioppetto, 1984; 
Roghubir, 1979). Too frequently it is ossumed thot students hove mode 
the necessory links simply by completing the experiment ond obtoining 
the 'right onswer·. 
Vee-Mopping 
Ausubel's ossimllotion theory (Novok, 1984), exploins how we moy 
leorn new knowledge. It describes how leorners creote new knowledge 
from thot which they olreody possess. When informotion is received it 
is integroted into the existing fromework. For informotion to be leornt 
it must be presented. in o meoningful woy. Meoningful leorning will 
result when new concepts ore integroted with those olreody possessed. 
Teochers implement events which f ocilitote meoningful leorning. In 
providing such experiences it is importont to reolise students 
bring with them on existing fromework of knowledge ond it is into this 
thot teochers must help students fit new ideos. To focilitote 
meoningful leorning the student must be ·empowered' or be tought to 
'leorn how to leorn· (Brody, 1986; Novok, 1979;Novok &. Ridley, 1988). 
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Bosed on the ossimilotion theory of Ausubel, Gowin ( 1977) developed 
the epistemologicol V to help students understond the structure ond 
process of knowledge construction. Thot is, to illustrote ·the 
relotionship betweeen the events or objects we study in science, the 
conceptuol fromeworks thot guide our work ond the resultont cloims 
from our inquiry: (Novok, 1984, p.59). The vee-mop is specificolly 
intended for improving loborotory work ond is disployed in Figure 1. 
Conceptuol 
Theory 
Principles 
Concepts 
Object/Event 
Figure 1 Gowi n·s Vee Mop 
Met ho do 1 ogi co 1 
Kn owl edge Cl oi ms 
Tronsf ormot ions 
Records 
The focus question ot the top of the vee is the oim of the loborotory 
exercise. The vee points -to the events ond objects, the root of 
knowledge production which we observe. These two components 
f 
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determine the procedure of the exercise. The concepts ttre those rel ttted 
to the ttrett of study which ttre l i nked to rel eYttnt pri nciples ttnd theories. 
Records ttre trttnsformed into tt more retri eYttble form such tts tttbles ttnd 
graphs. Knowledge clttims are deduced by i nterpreting the resul ts i n  
terms o f  the concepts, and are the solution to  the focus question (NoYttk, 
Gowin &. Johttnsen, 1 983; NoYttk &. Gowin, 1 964). 
The left side of the vee is the conceptuttl or · thi nking' side ttnd the 
ri ght is the methodological or 'doing' side. The conceptual framework i s  
bui l t  u p  over time. The right side of the Yee displttys the knowl edge 
constructions for the current probl em. Vee-maps produce on paper the 
structure of the unit of knowledge being studied, it is tt summary of al l  
that i s  invol Yed in a laboratory exerci se. 
Vee-maps can be used i n  tt number of wttys to improYe the 
effecti Yeness of l ttboratory work. Fi rstly, students cttn be trttined by 
the tettcher to use Yee-mttps i n  their lttbortttory sessions to represent 
the experiment. Secondly students cttn 'write up· tt l ttbortttory exercise 
in the form of tt Yee-mttp rttther thttn tt formttl wri tten report. F inal l y, 
the Yee-mttpping strtttegy cttn be used by the tettcher as a pre-laboratory 
and post-laboratory di scussion structure. 
The mttjor ttppl ication of vee-mttpping htts been Joseph Novttk's (and 
others) 'Learning How To Lettrn' project ttt Cornel l  Universi ty. Novak's 
pri ncipal question wtts to determi ne whether seYenth and eighth grade 
students can learn to use concept and Yee-mttpping strtttegies. Students 
were f irst of al l  fami l i ttrised wi th the terminology of the Yee (focus 
questions, concepts, knowledge clttims, etc) through tt seri es of 
worksheets. Concept mttps were i ntroduced, and ttt a l ater stttge vee 
maps, once i t  wtts perceiYed students were rettdy to apply the concepts 
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re18ted to the experiment to the interpretation of laboratory events. 
Once students were taught how to use vee-maps, they applied them to 
each laboratory exercise to aid in their understanding of the laboratory. 
The results of this study showed that seventh and eighth graders could 
acquire an understanding of the vee heuristic and apply it in the science 
classroom to aid in their interpretation and understanding of 
experiments (Novak &. staff, 1981; Novak &. Gowin, et al., 1983). The 
data did suggest, that ·the effective use of the vee heuristic takes time 
for students to acqiure, and it is likely that two or more successive 
years of work with the vee would be needed for 901 or more of the 
students to achieve high competence in the use of the vee: (Novak, et 
a 1 ., 1983, p.635). 
Another app1ication of the use of vee-mapping was reported by 
Lehman, Carter & Kahle ( 1985). This study aimed to help b1 ack 
inner-city, high school students learn biology concepts meaningfully. 
The instruction was administered over a one semester period to two 
groups. One group was taught vee-mappi ng and concept-mapping and the 
other continued with tradi ti ona 1 instruction. The resu1 ts revea 1 ed that 
there were no apparent diffences between experimental and comparison 
groups (p<0.05). 
The study concluded that if the problems that affected the study, 
such as 1 ack of fami1iarity with vee-mapping and difficulty of the 
achievement instruments, could be removed, the vee heuristic cou1d lead 
to improved learning of concepts. To be successfu1 , a1so, it wou1d be 
imperative that the technique be used over a 1onger period of time and 
better and 1onger teacher training implemented. 
Both of these studies attempted to improve student 1earning by 
L 
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teaching the students to construct vee-mops. An alternative approach, 
which was not reported in the literature, is for teachers to use the 
principles of vee-mapping in their teaching strategies. Thot is, to 
utilize the vee-mop as a technique for them to structure their 
instruction, particulorly the instruction associated with pre-laboratory 
and post-loborotory discussion. 
. L,j!:: 
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CHAPTER 3 : METHOD 
The general design of this study was a one-group-pretest-posttest, 
using a class of Vear 1 1  Biology students. Students were pre-tested 
after tradi t1 ona 1 instruction, and post-tested after a four stage, five 
week, treatment programme. Two types of instruments were designed, 
the first to measure student understandings of a particular laboratory, 
and the second, student perceptions of pre-laboratory and post-laboratory 
discussion. The same instruments were used for the both pre-test and 
post-test. 
Subjects 
Subjects for this study were an existing class of Vear 1 1  Biology 
students (n= 13) at a West Australian Senior High School. It was not 
possible to randomly select students or teachers since the experimenter 
was unable to choose the staff member. However there were no 
indications that the students were not reasonably representative of 
typical Vear 1 1  biology students. 
Instruments 
Two types of instruments were designed and were used for pre- and 
post-tests. These instruments were intended to gather information about 
student understandings of a particular laboratory, and their perceptions 
of the value of pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussion. 
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Perceptions· of Lobon�toru Discussions Test(Ltkert scole) 
This wtss designed to meosure a student's perceptions of the pre­
labortstory tsnd post-loborotory discussions. Items in this  instrument 
reltsted to the student's perceptions of vorious ospects of the lobortstory 
experiments, which were discussed in the pre-loborotory and post­
laboratory discussion. These included the purpose, procedure, concepts 
and knowledge claims of the experiment. The Lfkert scale instrument is  
presented in Appendix A. In designing the Likert settle instrument, test 
ptsrtsmeters were written for etsch porticultsr ospect of the experiment. 
Lfkert settle items were then designed in tslignment with eoch ptsrometer. 
In Appendix A, the stotement tslongside etsch item defines the relevtsnce of 
ts particultsr aspect of the experiment tsnd hence the retsson for including 
the item in the test. A sample 1tem is presented in  Figure 2. 
The discussion before the ltsbortstory exercise 
helped me understood the meaning of etsch 
science term ond concept. 
Figure 2 An extsmple of ts Likert scale test item.
Understtsndings of Loborotoru Test (Open Ended Questions). 
SA A D SD 
These items were btssed on work by Moreiro ( 1980). This  instrument 
reQuired students to onswer Questions related to the purpose, procedure 
and outcomes of the loborotory. The onswers provided 1nformot1on tsbout 
students· understanding of the loboratory exercise and were used to 
better interpret the students· responses to the Likert scole items. For 
example, 1f  the student responded thot the purpose of the experiment was 
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made clear by the pre-laboratory discussion. and was also able to 
i dentify correctly the purpose of the exercise. then the open ended 
question provided further insights into the Likert scale response. 
However i f  a student indi cated on the Li kert scale. that he or she strongly 
agreed that they benefi ted from the pre-l aboratory discussion regarding 
the purpose of the experiment. yet were unable to correctly i denti fy the 
purpose then the student had sti l l  fai led to understand the l aboratory yet 
fel t confident that they had. The open ended questions instrument i s  
presented in  Appendix B. A sampl e i tem i s  shown i n  F i gure 3. 
What do you think was the purpose of the experiment? 
Figure 3 An example of an open ended test i tem. 
I nstrument Development 
Draft i nstruments were crf ti cal l y  analysed by two science education 
experts. The modi ff ed instruments were then tri al l ed by gaining 
responses from 33 f irst year Biol ogy students enrol l ed at the Western 
Austral f an Col lege of Advanced Educati on. After completing both tests a 
group of three students were i nterviewed to i denti fy any aspects of the 
test which could have been ambiguous or unclear. 
The data from the Likert scale test were analysed using the computer 
programme LERTAP. The correlations of each i tem wi th the overal l test 
were determined from thi s  analysis. I tems with a l ow correlation were 
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rejected, ns 8 l ow correlent1on 1ndic8ted the i tem d1d not f it very wel l 
with the other i tems. The re1 1nb1 1 i ty of the fi nnl 1 2  test i tems wns 0.83. 
Design 
A one-group pre-test-post-test design wns used for thi s study where 
nl l  students in the group were pretested nfter tr8dit ionnl instruction nnd 
posttested nfter 8 four stnge, f ive week trentment progrnmme. The 
l nborntory exercises on which testing W8S bnsed were the l nst 
l nborntor1es of the trndi t1onnl nnd trentment per1ods nnd were matched 
8S closely ns possible for sim1 1 nr content 8nd procedure. The 
1 nborntor1 es were mntched so thnt when testing occurred nny ch8nges 
thnt resul ted were 8ttr1 but8ble to di ffer1ng student perceptions, rnther 
thnn chnrncter1stt cs of the expenments. For exnmple, 8 l nborntory which 
i nvol ves the use of microscopes nnd 8nother f nvol vfng performing 8 
chemicnl test, would produce Quite di fferent student outcomes. Both of 
the chosen exercises required students to hnndl e plnnt mnterinl ,  mnke nnd 
record observnt1ons nbout 8 plnnt, use 8 mtcroscope nnd fnfer fnform8tfon 
from the results of thef r exper1ment. 
'lj 
I n  ndd1tfon to the d8t8 gnthered from students· responses to the test, ; :; 
the tencher wns 1nterviewed for his percepttons of the students· 
8tt1tudes towards vee-m8pping nnd his op1n1on of the ense of 
tmplement8tf on nnd effectiveness of the strntegy. The resenrcher 8lso 
observed the second nnd flnnl l essons of the trentment per1od to 8ssess 
the tencher·s presentat1on of the vee-mnpptng strntegy. (See Appendix C) 
'1:. 
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The chosen experimental design has limitations but more complex 
designs were diff1cult to implement without extending the project beyond 
the scope of this pilot study. 
Originally a post-test-only control group design with matched 
experimental and control groups was to be the proposed method. This 
design was finally rejected since the limitations of this project would 
make i t  difficult to achieve. Two such limitations are, firstly, the 
diff1culty of achieving a sufficiently large enough matched sample of 
control and experimental groups who could both be taught by the same 
teacher. The second difficulty was that the alternati ve of involving more 
than one school introduced another variable in  the form of more teachers 
and was logistically beyond the extent of this project. 
Another design considered was one which involved a test followed by a 
traditional teaching technique then a test again before a vee-mapping 
technique followed by a posttest. In this design there would have been a 
test prior to a four week period of the tradi tional pre-laboratory and 
post-laboratory discussion technique. Following this students would 
have been again tested. The vee-mapping strategy would then have been 
implemented for a four week period and at the conclusion, the test 
administered once again. This design was considered as it enabled 
testing of students· understandings of laboratory exercises, after the 
four week tradi tional period, to determine whether any changes in 
perceptions occurred during this time. This experimental design was 
rejected for the following reasons. Firstly, the students would have been 
, ;,I 
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in Vear eleven biology classes for over twenty weeks. During this time 
they would have adjusted to the teacher's usual pre-laboratory and post­
laboratory discussion strategy. The teacher's strategy and their response 
to it would have stabilized well before the experimental intervention. A 
test followed by a further four weeks of the ·traditional' technique, would 
not produce any major changes in student outcomes due to this 
stabfli zation. It is more likely that differences due to changes in the 
types of laboratory activity may appear, and for this reason the type of 
experiment was ·matched' for content and procedure for pre-test and 
post-test. Secondly, this design would not on its own, control the 
Hawthorne effect which matched pairs could. Finally, exposing students 
to the identical test three times causes problems as students would 
begin to recognize items and tend to respond with memory of their 
previous responses. It would also be difficult to match three laboratory 
exercises with similar content and procedure and this was considered to 
be a more likely cause of error. 
The chosen design had the advantages that it did not require the need 
to involve many teachers, hence additional variables, it did not involve 
manipulating the school curriculum and it was possible to implement in 
the time frame given. 
Procedure 
The teacher of the Vear 1 1  class was taught the vee-mapping strategy 
and a technique for introducing 1ts structure to pre- and post-laboratory 
discussion. This was achieved using a short, self teaching package 
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deYeloped by the author, and 1 s  presented in Append1x C. In add1t ion, 
discussions with the teacher prior to the treatment period, ensured the 
intent of the programme was understood. This technique for introducing 
the Yee-mapping strategy to a class i s  an important deYelopment of this 
project since it is i ntended to aYoid the l engthy peri od required to teach 
students to deYelop their own Yee-maps. 
The sel f teaching package for teachers outl i nes the theoretical 
framework, deYelopment and purpose of the yee-map. I t  also contains a 
deta i led four stage description of the Yee-mappi ng programme for the 
teacher to foll ow. The teaching programme was broken into four stages, 
deYelopfng a particular aspect of the Yee-map at each stage. The reason 
for introducing sections of the Yee-map gradua l ly, is that NoYak ( 1 98 1 )  in 
h is  'Learning How to Learn· project, f irst of al l fami l i ari sed students 
wi th the terminology of the Yee- before they used it in i ts complete form. 
NoYak ( 1 98 1 )  al so found that a l arge amount of t ime was requi red in  order 
for students to master Yee-maps effectiYely. To aYoi d this constraint 
the package was deYel oped to i nstruct teachers about Yee-maps so they 
could then transfer this  i nformation to the students.  The teacher 
structured l aboratory di scussions around the central el ements of the Yee. 
Immediately prior to the f irst . week of the treatment programme, 
during the fi fth week of term three 1 990 the pre-test was administered 
to the students at the beginning of the Bio logy class fol l owing the 
preYious day·s laboratory l esson. The test was administered by the 
researcher and measured the students· perceptions of the Yalue of 
ii 
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tradi t ional pre-laboratory and post-laboratory di scussion techniques. 
Over the next f i ve weeks the teacher implemented the vee-mappi ng 
strategy into his pre-laboratory and post-laboratory di scussion, as 
detai led in Appendix  C. The di scussi on between the teacher and 
researcher prior to commencement of the treatment phase, revealed that 
it would be helpful for students to have a stenci l vee-map which they 
coul d complete for each l aboratory session. The idea was adopted so that 
for each experiment, the teacher fol l owed the vee-mappi ng program as 
out l ined in Appendi x  c and in addit ion each student f i l l ed out a bl ank vee­
map during the pre-laboratory and post-laboratory di scussion of the 
l esson. An exampl e of both forms of blank vee-maps is presented in  
Appendix  D .  
At the beginning of  each lesson of  the treatment phase, a bl ank vee­
map was placed on the overhead projector and an i dentical copy of thi s  
di stri buted t o  students. Through teacher d irected discussion, a focus 
question for the experiment was derived which was wri tten onto the vee­
map. Students also wrote thi s  focus questi on onto their map. Secondly, 
the procedure of the experiment was discussed and explained by the 
teacher with the class. A skel etal outl ine of the procedure was then 
wri tten onto the vee-map and al so copi ed by the students. Students then 
proceeded with the experiment. After completion of the experiment, 
students were instructed to transform their  data into a more useful form 
such as a table or graph. The teacher then l ed a class di scussion to 
generate knowledge cla ims or conclusions from the act ivi ty. The 
. ·  ' I 
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knowl edge claims were then entered onto the students and teacher's vee­
maps. At stages 2,3 and 4 of the teaching programme, pre-requi site 
concepts were introduced onto the vee-map, duri ng the pre-laboratory 
d1scuss1on. The concepts rel ated to the experiment were discusssed, and 
through questions and explanation to the cl ass, the rel evant concepts and 
the ir importance were derived by the teacher. After students completed 
the experiment, knowl edge c laims were revealed as in stage 1 .  This 
discussion l i nked results and concepts in order to deri ve knowledge 
claims. Students were then abl e to use the ir vee-maps for future 
reference. 
Duri ng l essons two and f ive of the treatment period the teacher was 
observed by the researcher. The purpose of this observati on was to 
ensure the presentation matched the pl anning. At the conclusion of the 
fi fth l aboratory lesson, the post-test was admini stered to the students. 
The instrument used was the same as that for the pre-test, and measured 
the students perceptions of the val ue of Yee-mapping as a technique for 
teachers to structure the ir pre- and post-l aboratory discussion. The 
effectiveness of the strategy was measured by the gains students made 
in being able to i denti fy the purpose of the experiment, i t 's outcomes and 
the theoretical concepts upon which H was based. 
Data Analysis. 
The purpose of this  study was to determine whether the effectiveness 
of l aboratory work could be improved by using Yee-mapping to structure 
pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussion. Data col l ected from the 
· '  
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study were used to answer the f o 11 owing questions: 
1. Is vee-mepping more effective then tred1t1onel post-laboratory 
discussion techniques for helping students identify the outcomes of en 
experiment? 
2. Is vee-mepptng more effective then traditional pre-laboratory 
discussion techniques for helping students identify the purpose and 
theoretical concepts of a laboratory actt vt ty? 
3. Whet are the difficulties associated wtth implementing the vee­
mepping strategy using a teacher directed approach? 
Each of the responses to the 'Perceptions of Leboeretory D1scuss1ons 
test' was assigned a mark( 1-4) according to the pos1t1Ye or negative 
weighting of the item. 
eg: The purpose of the laboratory exercise 
only became clear when I was 
actually doing the experiment. 
mark 
SA 
4 
A 
3 
D 
2 
SD 
A response wtth a low score indicated a high, positi ve perception for 
the ttem. 
Student date for the 12 ttems were entered into the computer 
programme LERTAP. LERTAP provided a profile of each subject which 
included the student's summeted score. It also provided date about an 
indiYiduel ttem·spercentege of responses. correlation to total test score. 
mean end standard deviation. In addition. for the overall test end 
subtests. the programme provided standard deviation end re11ebi11ty 
estimates. 
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The summeted scores for indiv iduels were used es the basis for 
testing for chenges between the pre-test and post-test. After these date 
had been entered,  t-tests were conducted on the d 1ff  erences bet ween 
summated scores, using the computer programmed M IN ITAB to test for 
any changes. 
Question one of the open ended test. rel ati ng to the purpose of the 
experiment. was marked on a four point scale. The students· answers to 
this questi on were used to provide further i nsi ght i nto student responses 
to the f irst three L1 kert scale i tems. 
Experimental outcomes of the experiment were examined in Quest ion 
two of the open ended test. Student answers to this question were 
categorized into the main  things students be1 1 eved they had l earnt. 
Student responses to Question 3, rel et ing to the major science 
concepts. were expressed as e proport ion of the correct 1 1 st of concepts. 
Trends which emerged between pre-test and post-test scores were then 
interpreted. 
Assumpti ons and Limi tations 
Apert from the essumptions and l im1 tetions which were discussed 
under design there are further reesons why resul ts from this study should 
not be general i zed to any broeder populati on. 
I 
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A one-group pretest-posttest design was selected, i t  being the most 
appropriate for the study. The following extnmeous variables may have 
jeopardized internal validity in this design (Gay, 1987). 
(a) History - This refers to any event not part of the treatment which may 
affect the performance of students. To some extent this was controlled 
by the short period of treatment and by ensuring that the two laboratory 
exercises after which testing occurred were simi lar. 
(b) Maturation - In a five week period physical or mental changes other 
than those assoc1ated with the treatment would be minimal. 
(c) Testing - The tests measured student perceptions of the experiment 
rather than the understandings of the laboratory activity. Hence students 
should not have improved on the second test because of learning from the 
test itself, but because of the effect of the di fferent strategy. 
(d) Pretest-treatment interaction -students may react differently to a 
treatment because they have been pretested. However the test itself was 
not an unusual structure and its effect in  this  respect may have been 
limited. 
For these reasons and the small sample size it is difficult to 
generalize the results from this study to other students or to other 
schools. However a major purpose of this project was to identify 
logistical and implementation problems when vee-maps are used by a 
teacher to structure the pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussions. 
In this sense the research should be regarded as a pi lot project as this 
was a new approach, to the use of vee-mapping. The technique does not 
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oppeor to hove been used before os a woy to structure the teocher·s 
presentation of pre-laboratory and post-laborotory d1 scuss1ons. The 
study i ntended to identi fy teacher implementati on problems as wel l  as 
the potential for student gains. 
I 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
The results of this study are presented and described in this chapter. 
Tables 1 ,  2 and 3 display the students· summated individual scores, 
students· ability to identify concepts and identification of experiment 
outcome, respectively. The item means of the Perceptions of Laboratory 
Discussions Test as well as the number of students who were able to 
identify the purpose of the experiment are presented in tables 4, 5 and 6. 
Results of the teachers perception of the vee-mapping strategy are 
displayed in the form of anecdotal records. The significance and 
implications of the results are discussed in chapter 5. 
Student Summated Individual Scores 
Table 1 displays the result of the one tailed t-test calculated on the 
dif ference between summated individual scores. These scores were 
gained by assigning a value to the responses of, 1 for strongly agree 
through to 4 for strongly disagree, for positively weighted items, and 4 
for strongly disagree through to 1 ,  for negatively weighted items. The 
total for all twelve items provided the summated score in Table 1 .  
· ,,,t, 
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Table 1 
Perceptions of Laboratory Discussi ons Test Scores- Pre-test & Post-test 
Raw score 
Student Pre-test Post-test Difference 
33 23 - 1 0� 
2 23 1 7  -6 
3 23 22 - 1  
4 26 24 -2 
5 24 26 +2 
6 28 26 -2 
7 26 24 -2 
8 28 24 -4 
9 22 1 9  -3 
1 0  24 2 1  -3 
1 1  28 25 -3 
1 2  30 1 7  - 1 3  
1 3  27 26 - 1  
mean 26.3 1 22.62 ** -3.69 
S.D. 3. 1 5  3.23 
Note. 
a. A lower score indicates that students· have a hi gher posit ive perception 
** one tai l ed t-test si gnifi cant difference Q.<.0 1 
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The result of this test t( 12)=3.36, Q.<.0 1 shows that there was a 
significant pos1 tive g6in in students· perceptions of the value of pre­
l6boratory and post-laboratory discussion, after the vee-mapping 
programme. 
Concept l dentificat lon 
Table 2 presents data on the student's abi1 1 ty to identify the major 
concepts rel6ted to the experiment .  Students 6re 1 1 sted and the 
proportion of concepts each correctly identified for the pre-test and 
post-test is displ6yed. 
T6ble 2 indic6tes th6t 6fter the pre-test only six of the subj�cts could 
identify more th6n h61 f of the major concepts. After the post-test 
though, eight of the subjects were able to identify all of the major 
concepts correctly, wh1 1e  of the remaining five students, four were able 
to identify two of the the three m6jor concepts 6ssoci6ted w1 th the 
experiment. 
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Table 2 
Proportion of Major Concepts Identified by Student's 
Student Pre-test(/ 1) Post-test(/ 1) 
0.5 0.6 
2 0.5 1 
3 0.5 
4 0.25 1 
5 0 
6 0 1 
7 0.5 0.6 
a 0.25 
9 0.5 0.6 
1 0  0.5 0.6 
1 1 0.25 1 
1 2  0.25 
1 3  0.25 0.3 
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The Wilcoxon Signed-R8nk test when appHed to this d8t8, showed that 
at the .Q.<.05 l evel , there was a difference between the pre-test and post­
test data on students· ab1 1 i ty to i denti fy the concepts of 8n expenment. 
ldentif 1cation of Experiment Outcomes 
Table 3 displ ays information which descnbes the outcomes students 
percei ved they had learnt from each of the pre-test and post-test 
experiments. Student responses were categonzed i nto three groups which 
were; 
+ 1 dent1 f ied main 1 dea of the expenment 
+ i denti f ied a narrower aspect of the expenment rather than the 
broader outcome 
+ unabl e to 1dent 1fy the major conceptual outcome of the expenment. 
The numbers of students wi th1n e8ch category for the pre-test and post­
test are presented in Table 3. 
Tabl e 3 
Number of Students· Abl e to Describe Expenmental Outcome (N= 1 3) 
M81n i de8 
N8rrow aspect 
I ncorrect 
Pre-test 
6 
4 
3 
Number of students 
Post-test 
5 
5 
3 
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The results from Table 3 indicate that there would appear to be no 
difference between pre-test and post-test data where students were 
asked to identify the experimental outcomes. A Chi-squared test applied 
to these results confirmed the implication that there was no significant 
difference between pre-test and post-test data at the .05 level of 
confidence (��.202). 
I tem Means of Perceot1ons of Laborator:u D1scussions Test 
The purpose of an experiment is revealed during the pre-laboratory 
discussion. The intent of research question two was to determine 
whether vee-mappfng is more effective than traditional pre-laboratory 
discussion techniques when helping students to identify the purpose of a 
1 aboratory activity. 
Tables 4,5 and 6 display data pertinent to research question 2. Table 4 
presents the mean scores gained by all students on each of the items 1 to 
6 from the Perceptions of Laboratory Discussions Test when given as a 
pre-test and then as a post-test. Only the means of items 1 to 6 are 
presented as these are the items which relate to pre-laboratory 
discussion and thus the purpose of the experiment. 
As the research question focused on the purpose of the laboratory, the 
data emerged from an analyses of items 1 to 6. That is, only those items 
concerned with the pre-laboratory discussion. Since Hems 7 to 12 refer 
only to the post-laboratory discussion the mean scores from these were 
analysed in an attempt to better interpret the other observed changes. 
These data are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 4 
Stuclent Mean Scores For Items 1 to 6 (Pre-Lab) on Perceptions 
of Laboratory Discussions Test 
Mean 
Item Pre-test Post-test 
2.54 2.08 
2 2.08 1.92 
3 2. 15 1.85 
4 2.38 1.69 
5 2.23 2.08 
6 2.46 2.46 
mean 2.3 1 2.0 1  ** 
S.D . 18 .26 
Note. 
a.. A lower score means that students have 
1mprovecl their ab111ty to clef1ne the purpose 
of the laboratory. 
** one ta11ecl t-test s1gnificant difference .Q.<.05 
Difference 
-.46
Q. 
-. 15 
-.3 1 
-.69 
-. 15 
0 
-.29 
-.25 
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T6ble 5 
Student Me6n Scores For I tems 7 to 12 (Post-L6b) on Percept1ons 
of L6bor6tory D1scuss1ons Test. 
Me6n 
I tem Pre-test 
7 2 .15 
8 2.0 
9 2 .0 
10 1.93 
11 1.92 
12 2.15 
me6n 2.03 
S.D . 1 0  
Note. 
� A lower score me6ns th6t students 
h6ve Q61ned more from the post­
l 6bor6tory discuss1on. 
Post-test 
1.62 
2 .0 
1.77 
1.69 
1.77 
1.69 
1.76 ** 
.13 
** one t6i led t-test si gn if1c6nt difference P<.05 
D1 fference 
-.54 0.. 
0 
-.23 
-.24 
-.15 
-.46 
-.27 
-.19 
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Tables 4 and 5 show that there is a general decrease in item means. 
When t-tests are applied to these data they show that there is a 
difference between the summated means. This indicates that after the 
vee-mapping strategy students believed they had gained more value from 
pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussions, than they had from 
traditional methods. 
Identification of Purpose 
Table 6 presents information related to the purpose of the experiment. 
It combines student perceptions about whether the pre-laboratory helped 
them to identify the purpose of the experiment (data from the Perception 
of Laboratory Discussions test) with whether they actually identified the 
purpose (data from the open-ended test). Students were categorized as; 
+ category 1- claimed the pre-laboratory helped identify purpose AND 
was able to correctly identify purpose 
+ category 2- claimed the pre-laboratory helped identify purpose AND 
was not able to correctly identify purpose 
+ category 3- claimed the pre-laboratory did not help identify purpose 
BUT was able to correctly identify purpose 
+ category 4- claimed the pre-laboratory did not help identify purpose 
AND was not able to identify purpose. 
All of the students (except one) on the post-test said the pre­
laboratory discussion helped them identify the purpose of the experiment, 
compared with 10 on the pre-test. Eight students were able to correctly 
identify the purpose of the experiment for the post-test, and nine for the 
pre-test. A Chi-squared test applied to these results indicates that there 
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was no s1gn1fi cant di fference between pre-test and post-test data 
47, N: 1 3):2.95, Q.<.05. 
Teacher's Perceptlons of Vee-Mapping 
Anecdotal records were collected to answer Research question 3. This 
1 nformation was gathered by intervi ewing the teacher about his 
percept1ons of the vee-mapping strategy and from two occasions when the 
researcher observed the laboratory 1 essons. This 1 nf ormat i on i s  
summar1zed under three sub-head1ngs; Impressions o f  vee-map, ease of 
implementat 1on and overall effect1 veness of vee-map. 
lmpress1ons of Vee-mtw. The teacher commented that the vee-map was a 
useful summary tool for laboratory lessons, as 1 t  reduced clutter, there 
were no quest1ons or m1nor procedural po1nts d1 splayed, only the major 
aspects of the exper1ment. He also found that 1ntroduc1ng the concepts 
was useful, espec1 ally when referr1ng to the concepts 1n the post­
laboratory di scuss1 on. 
The teacher also remarked that the term 'knowledge cla1ms· was 
confus1 ng to students·, and took them some t ime to adjust to, as the term 
was not recogn1 zable to students·. He suggested that a term with which 
students· are already famili ar be used, such as conclus1 ons. Further, the 
teacher found that there was not enough space to wr1 te all informat1 on 
onto the vee-map, espec1 ally the knowledge claims. He suggested that the 
results be recorded on the back of the vee-map, so a summary could 
appec.r on the front. 
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Ease of Impl ementation. The teacher found the vee-mcp easy to 
implement. The researcher clso observed that the teccher corned out the 
pre-lcborctory end post-l cborctory discussions using the vee-mcp wi th 
ecse end that they did not occupy cny more t ime then usucl .  The teacher 
clso commented that students· took c whi le  to cdjust to the use of the 
vee-mcp, but once this hod been overcome. there were no problems. 
Further. the teacher remcrked thct cs soon cs the bl cnk vee-mcp wcs 
distnbuted to students· they commenced fi l l i ng ft i n. This cspect wcs 
clso observed by the resecrcher end students seemed to treat the vee-mcp 
cs c normcl pert of their l cborctory lessons. 
Overcll Effecti veness of Vee-mopping. The teccher commented thct he 
be 1 i  eved thct the vee-mcp improved the overc 1 1  effectiveness of 
lcborctory lessons. He scid it mode students consi der the importcnce of 
ecch l cborctory. select en cppropncte focus question end that i t  
emphcsized the conclusion of the experiment. This wcs also observed by 
the researcher cs the teacher emphasi zed deri ving c focus question. 
high1 1ghting the procedure end concepts end l i nking the resul ts of the 
expenment to the concepts. 
J 
f t t 
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CHAPTER 5: D ISCUSSION 
This ch8pter considers the implic8tions of the d8t8, 8nd the possible 
gener81iZ8tion of the conclusions to other popul8tions. 
Student Summ8ted Individual Scores 
Table 1 displays student raw scores of the 'Perceptions of 
Labor8tory Discussions Test·, the score differences, me8ns and 
stand8rd deviations for the pre-test and post-test. A one t8iled t-test 
applied to this d8t8 W8S shown to be significant at the 12.<.0 1 level. 
This result implies th8t the vee-m8pping str8tegy produced 8n 
incre8sed positive effect on students· perceptions of the 
pre-labor8tory 8nd post-l8boratory discussion. Th8t is, 8fter the 
tre8tment phase students perceived they h8d gained more worth from 
the purpose, procedure, concepts and knowledge claims of e8ch 
experiment, due to the structure of the pre-laboratory and 
post-labor8tory discussion. This result supports the work by Novak &. 
Gowin et al. ( 1983), where students· were taught to use vee-maps. 
Although the current study differs in that the teacher used the 
vee-m8pping str8tegy, the results 8re simil8r, as in both cases 
students believed they had benefited in their underst8nding of 
labor8tory experiments, due to vee-m8pping procedures. The m8jor 
benefit in this current str8tegy W8S the dram8tic decre8se in the time 
required to obtain such g8ins. 
Concept Identification 
D8t8 concerning students· 8bility to identify the m8jor concepts 
associated with an experiment showed th8t 8fter the tre8tment phase 
students were 8ble to identify a gre8ter proportion of the pre-requisite 
concepts correctly. The 8bility to identify 8nd understand concepts 
related to an activity is the b8sis for comprehending the experiment8l 
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knowledge outcomes discussed during the pre-leiboreitory discussion of 
the treetment period. The results thus suggest thet the vee-mepping 
stretegy increeises students· ewereness of concepts essocieted with en 
experiment. Novek, et el. ( 1981) hove shown thet when students 
increeise their eiwereness of experimenteil concepts they eilso increese 
their understending of the experiment. 
Inspection of student meen scores for the pre-leboreitory discussion 
of the Perceptions of Leboreitory Discussions Test, (Teible 4) suggests 
thet students· eilso believed they heid geined more veilue from the 
pre-leiboretory discussion end thus the identificetion of concepts for en 
experiment, e,fter the post-test. Thus both their perception of their 
eibility eind their eictuel eibility to define the pre-requisite concepts heid 
improved. 
I dent i fi ceit ion of Experiment Outcomes 
lnformetion releted to the ebility of students to identify the meijor 
experimentel outcomes is conteined in Teble 3. Amilysis of this deitei 
showed there wes no significent difference between student pre-test 
end post-test dote. This result suggests thet the vee-mepping stretegy 
did not essist students in identifying the experimentel outcome of the 
ectivity. One possible reeson for this result meiy hove eirisen from the 
structuring of the question on the open ended test. This mey hove been 
unclear or embiguous to students for, even though this aspect wes 
considered by tri eilling the instrument with tertiery students, the finel 
semple weis younger then the triel group. An indiceitor of the confusion 
which mey heive erisen weis disple,yed by e, student who responded; 
Q- Wheit did you feel you leeimt from the experiment? 
A- I leeimt thet when .germineition occurs the eictuel stuff thet gets 
dropped on the pollen of e, flower grows e, tube downweird to fertili ze 
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the egg. 
This student wrote down wh8t they � they le8rnt, but in f8ct the 
student focused on c minor outcome of the experiment. 
A second possible reason for the leek of improvement mcy 
hove resulted because discussion of experimental outcomes occurred in 
the post-lcborctory phase of the lessons. The teacher's traditional 
post-18borctory discussion m8y h8Ye already been effective so th8t the 
vee-mcpping technique did not hove cny effect on improving c student's 
ability to i�entify the experiment81 outcome. The trcditioncl technique 
end Yee-mopping strategy ere very simil8r in their post-lcborctory 
discussion 8pprocch, cs they both discuss the outcomes of the 
experiment in rel8tion to the purpose. However, the two strategies 
differ markedly in their approach to pre-lcbor8tory discussion, cs 
vee-mcpping develops the focus question, highlights the procedure end 
introduces the cssoci8ted concepts, where8s the trcditioncl technique 
does not. Rother, it briefly mentions the purpose end procedure of en 
experiment. This finding is further supported by inspection of Tables 4 
end 5, which show thct students· mecn gcin wcs slightly higher from 
the pre-18bor8tory discussion th8n from the post-lcbor8tory 
discussion. 
Although the ability of the students to identify the major outcomes 
did not improve they believed th8t the vee-m8pping technique did help 
them. This wcs shown by T cb 1 e 2. 
A further possible exphm8tion for the 18ck of difference is th8t, 
the smell s8mple size limited the result from showing cny significant 
differences between the pre-test 8nd post-test d8t8. 
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I tem Mecns of Perceptions of Lobor8tory Di scussions Test 
The i ntent of Rese8rch question 2 W8s to determine whether 
vee-m8pping i s  more effect ive th8n tr8di t ion81 pre-18bOr8tory 
discussion techni ques when helping students to i denti fy the purpose of 
8 l 8bor8tory 8Ctiv ity. 08t8 rel 8ted to the pre-1 8bor8tory discussi on for 
pre-test 8nd post-test were 8n81ysed. To provide further i nsi ght 8nd 
exp1 8n8ti on of the pre-18bor8tory d8t8, the post-18bor8tory discussion 
d8ta were 8l so 8n8lysed. 
Table 5 disp18ys i nform8tion rel 8ted to me8ns of items 7 to 1 2  of 
the 'Perceptions of L8boratory Di scussi ons Test', th8t is the 
post-1 abor8tory discussi on. Anal ysis  of thi s d8t8 i ndic8tes there i s  a 
signi fi cant di fference between pre-test and post-test scores. Thi s 
impl ies th8t students gained more from the post-labor8tory discussion 
after the vee-m8pping str8tegy th8n they h8d 8fter 8 tr8di ti on81 
appro8ch. 
l dent i fi c8tion of Purpose 
l nform8ti on 8bout students· perceptions of the purpose of 8n 
experiment W8s comp8red with the students· 11ct1111l 11bilitg to identify 
the purpose of the experiment. An8l yses of these d8t8 (T8ble 6) 
i ndicated no si gni fi c8nt di fferences between pre-test 8nd post-test 
comp8ri sons. Students believed they h8d g8i ned more from the 
pre-18bor8tory 8nd post-1 8bor8tory discussions 8nd purpose of the 
experiment, 8fter the vee-m8pping str8tegy. However, in re81 i ty 
students· were not able to ident i fy the purpose of 8n experiment any 
better 8fter the vee-m8pping str8tegy. One possibl e  exp18n8tion for the 
l 8ck of di fference i s  th8t, the sm811  s8mpl e size l imi ted this resul t 
from showing 8ny signi fi cant di fferences between the pre-test and 
post -test dat8. 
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Teacher's Perceptions of Vee-Mapping 
I nspection of the anecdotal records col l ected about the teacher's 
perceptions of the vee-mapping strategy suggest that the teacher found 
the vee-map to be a useful summary tool for each l aboratory lesson. 
Further, he found the vee-mapping strategy easy to impl ement into the 
pre-laboratory and post-laboratory di scussions, and that once students 
became adjusted to the strategy, it became a normal part of their 
l aboratory lesson routine. Overal l  the teacher percei ved that the 
vee-map improved l aboratory effect iveness as it made students 
consider the importance of each l aboratory and emphasi zed the 
cone 1 usi on of the experiment. 
Students· Atti tude 
Students thought they had gained more val ue from both the 
pre-1 aboratory and post-1 aboratory discussions after the vee-mappi ng 
strategy. Inspection of the mean of the di fferences between the 
pre-test and post-test means for the 1 2  i tems shows that there was a 
greater mean di fference for the pre-laboratory di scussion (.29), than 
for the post-laboratory discussion (.27). 
A 1 though students perceived they had gai ned more va 1 ue from the 
pre-laboratory and post-laboratory discussions after the vee-mapping 
strategy, this may not be the case. Data indicated that students did not 
show any signif icant increase after the post-test in their abi l i ty to 
i dent i fy the purpose of an experiment or to i dentify major experimental 
outcomes. Examination of the open ended test provided further insi ght 
i nto this observation. Question 4 on the open ended test stated; Did 
the pre-l ab (or post-lab) di scussion hel p you in  any other way? 
Students· responses to this  question on the pre-test mainly 
concentrated on the procedural aspect of the experiment. However on 
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the post-test ci number of interesting students comments were noted; 
- the discussion fincilized the concepts etc 
- it helped me to understcind the purpose and results of the 
experiment (brocidened my understanding) 
- the pre- cind post-lab discussions helped to clerify whcit the 
experiment was about cind justfy the results 
- post-lob discussion helped me to understcind differenticition in the 
pea seedling and therefore other organisms 
- it helps me understand the relevance of the experiment to other 
things occum ng in the world cind ciround me 
- the pre-lab helped me because it wcis an indiccition to whcit I 
should be looking for, with the experiment; the post-lab helped to 
clarify some of the conclusions I had made and explain some questions I 
didn't understand 
- helped me to understand the concepts of growth and development 
These student comments further support thcit students perceived 
greater gains from the pre-lciborcitory and post-laborcitory discussions 
after the vee-mepping strcitegy and supports the work by Novcik on 
vee-mapping. However ci possible recison why the dote did not provide ci 
significcint difference in the statistical testing procedure mciy have 
been due to the smcill sample size. 
Conclusions 
In summciry, this study has shown thcit vee-mcipping con be 
successfully and ecisily implemented into the pre-lciboratory and 
Students perceived they had gained more vcilue from the pre-laborcitory 
and post-laboratory discussions after the vee-mciping strcitegy. In 
reality students did not show improvement in all aspects of laboratory 
outcomes. This may have been due to the small sample size. However, 
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regardless of whether there was a significant gain, the students· 
attitude towards loborotory discussions wos more postive os was 
evidenced by their perceptions ond the teocher·s comments. 
i 
i 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS 
This ch8pter summ8rizes the moin findings of the study ond 
recommendotions for teochers using the vee-mopping strotegy. Some 
suggestions ore mode for further reseorch on the teocher directed 
opprooch to vee-mopping. 
Study Findings 
The success of the vee-mopping strotegy os o pre-loborotory ond 
post-loborotory discussion strotegy, os reveoled by o Perceptions of 
Loborotory Discussions Test ond Understondings of Loborotory 
Discussions Test , hos been presented in Chopter 5. These outcomes ore 
summ8rized here os o sequence of points. 
* Students believed they hod goined more from the 
pre-loborotory ond post-loborotory discussions ond 
purpose of the experiment, ofter the vee-mopping strotegy. 
However students could not identify the purpose of on 
experiment 8ny better ofter the vee-mopping technique thon ofter 
troditionol teoching strotegies. 
* Students perceived the vee-mopping strotegy helped them to 
identify the mojor outcome of on experiment, yet ofter the 
treotment ph8se they could not identify the mojor 
outcome ony better thon ofter o troditionol loborotory 
discussion opprooch. 
* The vee-m8pping technique wos effective ot improving the 
students· obility to identify the pre-requisite concepts reloted to 
on experiment. 
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* Students believed they hcd gcined more from both the 
pre-lcborctory end post-lcborctory discussions ofter the 
vee-mcpping strctegy. There wcs c greeter gcin in 
perception of the vclue of these discussions for the 
pre-1 cborctory discussion then for the post -1 cborctory 
discussion. 
* The Yee-mopping strctegy ccn be successfully end ecsny 
imp 1 emented into the pre-1 cborctory end post-1 cborctory 
discussions of c lcborctory cctlYity by the teccher using c four 
stcge, structured implementction pcckcge. 
* Students· cttitudes towcrds lcborctory discussions were 
more positive ofter the vee-mcpping strctegy then ofter c 
trcditioncl cpprocch. 
Umitctions of The Study 
The mcjor limitction of this study wcs the one-group 
pretest-posttest design which wcs used. The design involved one 
teccher end one clcss of students. This mecnt there wcs no control 
group with which to compcre the vee-mcpping strctegy. The one-group 
pretest-posttest design wcs selected cs it wcs the most logisticclly 
fecsible given the cvcilcble time period to conduct the study. 
The experimentcl design cpplied over c short five week time period 
mecnt thct some of the dote which were collected did not show students 
gcined in understcnding of the lcborctory, cny more then trcditioncl 
instruction, ofter the vee-mcpping strctegy. This resricted time for the 
implementction of the strctegy mcy hove limited the observcble gcins. 
__ __, 
5 1  
The selected design used only one cl8ss of students, which thus 
limited the S8mple size (N= 1 3). This m8de it difficult to obt8in 
subst8nti8l results when 8pplying st8tisitic81 test of signific8nce to 
the d8t8. 
Recommend8t ions for Te8chers 8nd for Further Rese8rch 
The following recommend8tions 8re derived from 8n8lysis of the rel8ted 
science educ8tion liter8ture reviewed in Ch8pter 2, 8nd 8n 8n8lysis of 
the results discussed in Ch8pter 5. 
* Vee-m8ps c8n be quite e8sily 8nd successfully 
implemented by the te8cher into the pre-18bor8tory 8nd 
post-18bor8tory discussions, in 8 rel8tively short period of 
time,without occupying extr8 cl8ssroom time. The self-te8ching 
P8Ck8ge in Appendix C could be used by te8chers 8S 8 guide to 
introducing vee-m8ps to students. 
* Some of the terms on the vee-m8p ,for ex8mple, knowledge 
cl8ims, 8re unf8mili8r to students. When te8chers 
implement the vee-m8p they should t81<e consider8ble time to 
develop e8ch of the 8spects on the vee-m8p. This will ensure th8t 
students fully underst8nd wh8t e8ch term me8ns, so th8t they 
obt8in m8ximum benefits from the use of vee-m8pping. The term 
·conclusion· 8S 8 substitute for knowledge c18ims is not 
recommended. It h8S connot8tions from tr8dition81 methods which 
8re not 8ppropri8te to the vee-m8pping interpret8tion of the term. 
* Students developed 8 more positvie 8ttitude tow8rds 
l8bOr8tory work over 8 short four week time period 8lthough they 
did not show 8n incre8se in identfiying some 8Spects of 8n 
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experiment. A gain in positiYie attitude oYer a short period of time 
implies that there is potential for improYed learning oyer a longer 
time. Therefore there is a strong basis to suggest that further 
research should be conducted into vee-m8pping, but on a larger 
sample and for a longer time period, to reYeal if gains in learning 
occur. It  would be particularly interesting to see whether 
significant gains are made over a slightly longer teaching period of 
the vee-mapping strategy. Another possible research method could 
be to introduce the vee-mapping strategy for four weeks and 
post-test students. A further four weeks after the post-test, 
students could be again tested to see if they retain information 
about a 1 aboratory. 
� 
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APPEND I X  A 
Perceptions of Lcborctory Discussions Test 
I nstructions to the Student: These questions relcte to the 
lcborctory discussion before your lest experiment. You ere asked to 
respond to ecch of the stctements below by circling the response which 
matches your feelings, where; 
SA - strongly cgree 
A - cgree 
D - discgree 
SD - strongly discgree 
Please recd end think cbout ecch question ccrefully before responding. 
The purpose of the lcborctory exercise 
only become clecr when I wcs 
cctuclly doing the experiment. 
I did NOT need the pre-lcb discussion 
to help clarify the purpose of the 
experiment. 
The purpose of the lcborctory exercise 
wcs NOT mode c 1 ecr by the pre-1 ob 
discussion. 
It wcs the discussion before the 
laborctory exercise which helped me to 
understcnd whet I wcs doing during the 
experiment. 
Being cwcre of the mejor science terms 
end concepts helps me in understcnding 
the results of the experiment. 
The discussion before the leboretory 
exercise helped me understend the meening 
of eech science term end concept. 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
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I nstructions to the Student: These questions relate to the 
laboratory discussion nfter your last experiment. Answer each 
question by circling the response which matches your feelings, as 
before. 
Please read and think about each question carefully before responding. 
The post-lab discussion helped me to 
relate the science terms and concepts to 
the results which I collected. 
The discussion fallowing the laboratory 
exercise did NOT reveal the outcomes of 
the experiment. 
The post-lab discussion helped me to 
draw _a_conclusion about the experiment. 
The post-lab discussion helped me 
understand the results of the experiment. 
After the discussion fallowing the 
experiment I had not 1 earnt any ·new· 
science. 
Even after the post-lab discussion I did 
not feel I had learnt much from the 
experiment. 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
SA A D SD 
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APPENDIX B 
Understandings of Laboratory Test 
I nstructions to the Student: The fallowing questions relate to the 
last laboratory activity which you did. Write an answer to each of the 
questions in the space provided. 
Question 1 
What do you think was the purpose of the experiment? 
Question 2 
What did you feel you learnt from the experiment? 
Question 3 
Write down key science terms/concepts which you believe were 
related to the experiment. 
Question 4 
Did the pre-lab (or post-lab) discussion help you in any other way? 
Yes/No. If Yes, please explain. 
APPEND I X  C 
Vee-Mapping Teaching Package 
BACKGROUND INFORMAT ION 
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This year I am undertaking study for my Bachelor of Education with 
Honours in the Science Education area. My thesis is on the effect of 
Yee-mapping on student learning outcomes from Science laboratory 
lessons. 
I t  is widely accepted in Science Education that laboratory work has 
an important role in the learning of science because great emphasis is 
placed upon it in schools. A considerable amount of class time is spent 
doing laboratory work, so the question is raised as to how much value 
laboratory work is to student learning. 
The literature shows that teachers have been concerned that in many 
situations, students commence a laboratory activity with perceptions of 
the aim and procedures which don't match the teacher's intent. Further, 
they have little understanding that experimentation is a way of forming 
knowledge. 
One techniuqe that has evolved to help solve these difficulties is the 
use of pre-laboratory (pre-lab) and post-laboratory (post-lab) 
discussion. I f  used correctly this technique will make laboratory work 
more meaningful to students by focussing their attention on the aim of 
the laboratory, and linking new knowledge to existing schemata and help 
them to learn more effectively. 
Pre-lab discussion_is_1LtedCher led discussion about the procedure of 
6 1  
the loborotory, speciol hondling of opporotus thot students need to be 
owore of ond onswering of ony questions obout reloted concepts which 
ore preliminory to successfully understonding the loborotory closs. 
Thot is, discussion of the underlying theory. 
Post-lob discussion, olso teocher led, involves on overoll tying 
together of the loborotory session. I t  includes linking prior knowledge 
to new knowledge obtoined during the Joborotory, through teocher 
questioning. Post-lob discssion though, is on importont port of the 
Joborotory session, os it is highly likely thot during this time students 
form links, recognize the relevonce of the loborotory exercise ond so 
·1 eorn· new know I edge. 
THE VEE-HEUR IST IC  
Currently teochers use vorious forms of pre-lob ond post-lob 
discussion. Whot I om proposing in my thesis is not to dispense with 
these sessions but to modify their opprooch by implementing o form of 
pre-lob ond post-lob discussion which hos o specific structure. This 
structure will ochieve o number of things. It will: (i) ensure students 
leorn more effectively from the loborotory exercise by increosing the 
chonces of linkoge occurring between theoreticol knowledge ond 
Jeorning outcomes goined from the exercise; (ii) moke it eosier for 
teochers to identify essentiol prior knowledge students require before 
commencing the exercise. 
The structure I propose to use is Gowin's Vee-heuristic. If used 
correctly ond efficiently the vee will not occupy ony more closs time 
thon present pre-lob ond post-lob discussion techniques, but moy 
i ncreose the effect i venss of these sessions. 
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The vee-heuristic wos developed os o device to help students 
understond the stucture end process of knowledge construction, end is 
especiolly intended for loborotory work. Below is on outline of o 
vee-di ogrom. 
Conceptuol 
Theory 
Principles 
Concepts 
Focus 
Question 
Object/Event 
Methodologicol 
Knowledge Cloims 
Tronsf ormot ions 
Records 
The focus guestion(s) is the oim of the loborotory exercise. The vee 
points to the events end objects. the root of knowledge production 
which we observe. They ore the generol procedure of the loborotory 
octivity. The concepts ore those reloted to the oreo of study which ore 
linked to relevont principles end theories. Records ore tronsformed 
into o more retrievoble form such os tobles end grophs. From the 
tronsformotion, knowledge cloims ore mode, which ore the solution to 
the focus question. 
The left side of the vee is the conceptuol or 'thinking· side end the 
right side is the methodologicol or 'doing· side. The conceptuol 
I 
fromework is built up over time while the right side disploys the 
constructions for the current problem. The vee-mop, thus helps 
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students see the interplay between conceptions and practical 
experiences. 
Vee-maps produce on paper the structure of the unit of knowledge 
being studied. Below is an example of a Yee-map for a science 
experiment. 
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Rather than teach students how to construct and use vee-maps 
(which is  a time consuming and complex task), I am proposing to teach 
you the teacher how to use and implement Yee-mapping into your pre-lab 
and post-lab class discussions, in order to improve these techniques and 
make them more effective. In this way normal student learning patterns 
will not be disrupted, nor should it impinge on your class time, as you 
already practise these strategies in some form. 
THE VEE-MAPPING PROGRAMME 
This package contains a detailed 4 week program, on implementation 
of the vee-map into pre-lab and post-lab discussions. It has been 
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designed in o woy which mokes it simple for you to implement. The 
pockoge hos been broken down into 4 stoges ( 1 eoch week) so thot ct o 
given time you will know exoctly whet ospect of the vee-mop you should 
be emphosi zing. 
Before the vee-mopping technique is introduced, o pre-test will be 
edministered to students to determine leorning outcomes of loborotory 
work using your usuol form of pre-lob end post-lob discussion. At the 
conclusion of the 4 week treotment progrom, o post-test will be 
odministered to determine student leorning outcomes of the vee-moping 
pre-lob end post-lob discussion strotegy. 
The remoinder of this pockoge outlines the 4 week progrom of 
implementotion end includes ony teoching oids required. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VEE-HAPPING PROGRAMME 
Pre-test 
At the end of the week prior to commencing the treotment progrom, I 
would osk thot I odminister the pre-test. I will distribute the test 
ofter the loborotory session either ot the conclusion of the loboretory 
or in the next closs ond instruct students to complete ALL questions. 
ST AGE 1 {WEEK 1 )  
Pre-lob 
Exploin to students thot over the next 4 weeks loborotory closses 
will be conducted using o slightly different formot. A picture of the vee 
should then be shown to the closs on overheod tronsporency (ottoched). 
I 
I 
f 
I 
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Introduce the vee-mep to students end explein thet through teecher led 
discussion i t  will be filled in during the lesson, end thet when i t  is 
complete i t  will present en overell outline of the leboretory. 
At the beginning of eech lesson plece the stencil vee on the overheed 
projector or drew one on the bleck/whiteboerd. As you can see it  is e 
simplified version of Gowin's vee. 
In upper school science, teechers constantly tell students to reed the 
1 eboretory exercise they ere going to do, before coming to the c 1 ess, but 
in most ceses only e minori ty of students ectuelly complete this smell 
and simple tesk. Question the class on the purpose of the laboretory 
1 esson. Fi 1 1  in this purpose on the vee et posi tion 1, in the form of a 
question to be answered. Now all students cen see, by looking at the 
vee, what they ere trying to find out during the leboretory exercise. 
At this point eny preliminary questions which need to be esked 
concerning prior leerning to this leboretory exercise cen be esked. 
Question students on how they ere going to enswer the focus 
question, thet is, the procedure to cerry out. Fill in this on the vee et 
position 2. This should be kept very brief. A diegrem mey help. The 
besic overell set up of the experiment is edequete. eg: selive end sterch 
suspension (cool end heeted). Here eny perticuler points ebout the 
procedure which need to be further expleined or especi elly noted cen be 
reveeled to students. 
Post-leb 
After students heve completed the experiment end results ere 
collected, the teecher or e student cen enter them on the vee et posi tion 
3. 
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From the transformation, class discussion should leod to knowledge 
cloims(conclusions) being made, which the teocher enters at 4 on the 
vee. Discussion through questioning ond explonotion should then 
conclude the lesson by linking 1,2 and 4. 
The basis of stage 1 is to introduce students to the vee ond 
familiari ze them with it, so they can see it as being a part of every 
laboratory session. Entering the focus question, events, tronsformation 
and knowledge claims should be nothing new, as students are usually 
required to write up a formal report. Vee-maps are a different form of 
this. 
ST AGE 2 (WEEK 2) 
Pre-lab 
Concepts are the next part or the vee which need to be introduced. At 
the beginning of the first laboratory class in week 2, present a 
completed example vee to the class as fallows. On the overhead 
projector disploy a completed vee of one of the laboratory classes from 
week 1. Write onto this vee at position 5 (which is ot present blank), 
the concepts associated with this laboratory exercise. Explain that 
concepts are terms that link two or more ideas, and they are necessary 
to understand the laboratory lesson. The concepts you have listed 
should be familiar to students as they would have already used them in 
post-lab discussion of the laboratory exercise. Writing concepts on the 
vee simply allows students to identify those concepts which are 
importont and relevant to the laboratory lesson and hence their 
understanding. Examine each of the concepts you hove listed and explain 
how they are relevant to the laboratory exercise. 
Now continue with todays· exercise. That is, develop o vee-mop for 
r 
I 
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the next laboratory class. 
- focus question and event/object: same as stoge 1 but, reolly 
emphasize that students should read the laboratory exercise before 
coming to class. When fi lling out postion 1 and 2 on the vee ask o 
variety of different students to contribute. 
- Wri te onto the vee at postlton 5, concepts relevant to the day's 
laboratory exercise. Briefly explain how each concept is related to the 
exercise. 
Post-lab 
- transformations and knowledge claims: As for stage 1 but link 1, 2, 4 
and 5. That is, conclude the discussion through questioning and 
explanation during which you should link the purpose, event, knowledge 
claims and concepts. 
eg: For the example of heating ice water as previously displayed- Use 
a pointer to identify various sections on the vee during discussion. 
Discussion could be along the lines of: "Our purpose was to determine 
what happens to the temperature of ice water when we added heat. To 
do this we observed i ce water subjected to heat. To understand our 
observations we needed to first of all understand what was meant when 
we use each of these terms: what i ce, water, boi ling, heat, thermometer 
and bubble temperature meant. This allowed us to make our knowledge 
cla ims that . .  etc" 
ST AGES 3 AND 4 (WEEKS 3 AND 4) 
Pre-lab 
- focus question and events: as for stages 1 and 2 
- concepts: Ask class for associatied concepts to the laboratory 
exercise. By this stage they should be f amilior with identifying 
concepts. As students present a concept discuss its relevance and write 
i t  on the vee. Explain  to students that recogni zing and understanding 
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these concepts is the key to underst8nding the l8bor8tory. 
For week 4, 8Sk students to prep8re 8 list of concepts before the 
18bor8tory, 8nd to bring it to cl8ss so th8t they will h8ve previously 
thought 8bout them prior to the exercise. Concepts 8re the b8sis to 
underst8nding the l8bor8tory, so it is import8nt they 8re understood, 8nd 
some prior thinking w111 help. 
Post-18b 
- tr8nsform8tions 8nd knowledge cl8ims: 85 for st8ges 1 8nd 2 
At the conclusion of e8ch 18bor8tory exercise, conduct 8 discussion 
8nd refer to the vee, linking components of the vee to one 8nother, thus 
allowing students 8 holistic view of the pr8ctic81 cl8ss. 
Post-test 
At the conclusion of the fin8l l8bor8tory exercise in week 4, or in the 
lesson immedi8tely 8fter, I will 8dminister the post-test to students 
8nd instruct them to complete 811 questions. 
NB: I will be present during 8 lesson in weeks 2 8nd 4, to observe 
vee-m8pping implement8tion. 
APPEND IX  D 
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Bl onk Vee-Mops 
1 1 B l o l og y  Expt no. 
A l m s :  
Knowledge Exper iment  
Focus question 
Knowledge cla ims 
Transfo rmat i ons  
Resu l ts/Observat i ons ·  
P rocedu re 
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1 1  B i o  l o g y  . Expt no. 
A i m s :  
Knowledge Exper iment  
Focus q uestion 
Concepts Knowledge c la ims 
Tran sfo rmat i ons  
Res  u l ts/Obse rva t i o  n s 
P roced u re 
